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Abstract

Microbiota, the collection of microorganisms peacefully coexisting with their human host, colonize virtually every surface of the human body exposed to the external environment. The complex community of microorganisms living in the digestive tract, the gut microbiota, is determined by the delivery mode, prematurity, sex, genetics and subsequent environmental exposures (diet, drugs).

It has also been claimed that the constant interaction between the host and the gut microbiota influences the health of the host. Probiotics are defined as live non-pathogenic microorganisms that, when administered in adequate amounts can replicate and colonize in sufficient numbers the gastrointestinal tract. This is the main reason for the use of probiotics in different clinical settings where they may act as biomodulators of the intestinal microbiota. The therapeutic efficacy of probiotics has been evaluated in randomized controlled trials for various diseases. In this paper, the usage and the efficacy of probiotics in different conditions like necrotizing enterocolitis, sepsis, diarrhea, functional gastrointestinal disorders, inflammatory bowel disease, allergies are analyzed.

The usefulness of a probiotic treatment is affected by many factors including: bacterial strain, duration of administration, disease and age and not all products marketed as probiotics provide the same safety and efficacy. Therefore, comparative studies to assess the most effective formulations, timing and the optimal length of therapy are mandatory.
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Microbiota

The collection of microorganisms peacefully coexisting with their human host is defined microbiota. The microbiota colonizes virtually every surface of the human body that is exposed to the external environment and it has been recently estimated that the human body contains $4 \times 10^{13}$ colonizing bacteria and $3 \times 10^{13}$ own cells, a ratio roughly equal one to one. Gut microbiota is the complex community of microorganisms that live in the digestive tract. The human intestinal microbiota contains more than $10^{13}$ microbes subdivided in different species of bacteria, with large inter-individual variability [1, 2]. The diversity of gut microbiota has been revealed by the application of high-throughput sequencing of the microbial ribosomal RNA or DNA [3]. Metagenomic analyses and 16s rRNA gene sequences have shown that although to date more than 50 bacterial phyla have been described, only two are those prevailing: the Bacteroidetes and the Firmicutes, followed by Proteobacteria and Actinobacteria [1]. Most of the bacteria reside in the lower part of the digestive system, especially in the large intestine, because in the proximal tract the gastric juice, bile and pancreatic secretions are toxic or not favorable for the growth of most microorganisms. After birth, the composition of microbiota of newborns is constituted by Bacteroidetes, derived from the maternal microbiota colonizing the urogenital tract and the skin, and influenced by environmental factors, such as diet (formula versus breastfeeding). Also, the mode of delivery and subsequent environmental exposures influence the composition of microbiota in the infant [4]. After the initial establishment of the intestinal microbiota and during the first year of life the microbial composition of the mammalian gut is relatively simple and varies widely between different individuals. After the first year of age the intestinal microbiota undergoes a second transformation until it is fairly stabilized in its composition, very similar to that of the adult [5].

There are different factors that influence gut microbiota: prematurity, treatment of the mother or the baby with antibiotic, sex, genetic factors (for example HLA haplotype), diet [5]. Direct evidence concerning the impact of diet on the gut microbiota has been observed. Diet influences the production of micronutrient by the intestinal microbiota. Short-chain fatty acid (SCFAs), such as butyrate, acetate and propionate, products of carbohydrate fermentation by the gut microbiota, support barrier function in the intestine. The intestinal microbiota is involved in normal digestion and affects energy salvaging from the diet, fermenting unavailable energy substrates such as fibers to SCFAs [5, 6].

The gut microbiota is also easily altered by pathogens, antibiotics, changes in environment [5].

In the healthy gut, the intestinal microbiota is constantly monitored by the mucosal immune system. In addition to the physical barrier between the gut-epithelium and the bacteria in the lumen, there is a thick mucus layer formed by antimicrobial peptides, secretory IgAs, lamina propria-resident macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs) that survey the mucosal surfaces for unwanted or pathogenic bacteria. Intestinal macrophages are involved in direct killing of bacteria via phagocytosis, whilst DCs intervene by presenting antigens to T and B cells thus priming B and T cells, against mucosal pathogens to add another layer of protection at the mucosal surface. On the other hand, gut microbiota directly affects the development of the immune system [7]. Indeed, the gut microbiota plays important roles in shaping the immune system during infancy. The commensal microbes and their products interact with immune cells to create and maintain host tolerance and influence both innate and adaptive immune response [8-11].

Gut microbiota provides its host with a physical barrier to incoming pathogens by competitive exclusion, such as occupation of attachment sites, consumption of nutrient sources and production of antimicrobial substances. It also stimulates the host to produce various antimicrobial compounds [8]. The metabolic trophic action is achieved with the synthesis of vitamins, the absorption of ions, the production of trophic function compounds for the enterocyte [8].

The intestinal microbiota plays a detoxifying function due to the ability to synthesize enzymes for the transformation and neutralization of xenobiotics [8].

The constant interaction between the host and the resident microbes influences the health of the host, with a combination of bacterial species that favors non-pathogenic symbionts.

Changes in the composition of the gut microbiota or an increased proportion of certain
Phyla over others (dysbiosis) have been implicated as potential triggers for various disorders. The probiotics with prebiotics, symbionts and postbiotic are considered biomodulators of the intestinal microbiota.

It has been suggested that the increase of some bacterial species of intestinal microbiota considered “favorable” to the health of the organism, such as Bifidobacterium and Lactobacillus, is correlated with a reduction in the incidence and severity of different disorders of the gastrointestinal tract.

Probiotics

Probiotics are defined as live non-pathogenic microorganisms (bacteria or yeasts) that, when administered in adequate amounts, can replicate and colonize in sufficient numbers the gastrointestinal tract and may confer health benefit on the host [12]. Microorganisms, to be defined as probiotic, should be of human origin, resist to the gastric acid pH, the bile and survive in the gastrointestinal tract by adhering to the intestinal mucosa. They should be able to replicate into the gastrointestinal tract and must be tolerated by the intestinal immune system; in addition, they should have beneficial effects on health, antagonizing pathogenic microorganisms and producing antimicrobial molecules. A wide variety of probiotic products and strains exist and it is important to consider the term “probiotics” for a group of microorganisms with different properties and effects.

Probiotic organisms can provide a beneficial effect on intestinal epithelial cells in numerous ways. Some strains can block pathogen entry into the epithelial cell by providing a physical barrier, referred to as “colonization resistance” [13-15], or create a mucus barrier by causing the release of mucus from goblet cells. Other probiotics maintain intestinal permeability by increasing the intercellular integrity of apical tight junctions, for example, by upregulating the expression of zonaoccludens [16] or by preventing tight junction protein redistribution [17], thereby stopping the passage of molecules into the lamina propria. Some probiotic strains have been shown to produce antimicrobial factors. Other stimulate the innate immune system by activating dendritic cells, which then travel to mesenteric lymph nodes and lead to the induction of T regulatory (Treg) cells and the production of anti-inflammatory cytokines, including IL-10 and TGF-β [18].

The probiotics most commonly used are Lactobacillus, Bifidobacterium and Saccharomyces [19-21].

Clinical benefits of probiotics depend on strain selection, dose and duration of administration, preservation in the gastrointestinal tract, and perhaps, combination of probiotics.

Probiotics and necrotizing enterocolitis and sepsis

Necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) remains the most common gastrointestinal complication in premature infants with high mortality and long-term morbidity. The disease is characterized by extensive intestinal tissue necrosis and high serum level of proinflammatory cytokines. Current thinking suggests that NEC is not a single disease. Risk factors include prematurity of the innate and adaptive immune responses, enteral feeding, an altered intestinal microbiota, and variation in intestinal perfusion [22]. A 2014 Cochrane review of trials, in preterm infants with less than 37 weeks gestation or birth weight (BW) less than 2,500 g, reported that preparations that contained bacterial strain of Lactobacillus alone or in combination with Bifidobacterium reduced the risk of NEC and mortality but had no effect on the rate of nosocomial sepsis. There was no conclusive evidence on the strain and on the optimal dose because there was a great deal of heterogeneity amongst the studies [23].

In a 2016 meta-analysis of 37 trials, probiotics were associated with a small, but statistically significant, reduction in the risk of late onset sepsis compared with placebo or no treatment [24]. In a subsequently multicenter double-blinded randomized trial involving > 1,300 preterm neonates (gestational age 23 to 30 weeks), treatment with the probiotic Bifidobacterium breve BBG-001 was not associated with reduction in sepsis or mortality compared with placebo [25].

The beneficial effect of probiotics is not apparent in infants with birth weights < 1,000 g. Further studies should be directed to the modulating gut microbes, or the products they produce, to prevent NEC [26].

Probiotics and diarrhea

Acute gastroenteritis has been defined by the European Society for Paediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition (ESPGHAN) as
a decrease in the consistency of stools and/or an increase in the frequency of evacuations (typically 3 in 24 hours), with or without fever or vomiting lasting 10-14 days. In 2014 the Working Group (WG) on Probiotics of the ESPGHAN recommended Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG (low Quality of Evidence [QoE], strong recommendation) and Saccharomyces boulardii (low QoE, strong recommendation) in acute gastroenteritis treatment in addition to rehydration therapy. The evidence is strong for these two probiotics in decreasing acute gastroenteritis duration and severity in children [27]. Less evidence is available for Lactobacillus reuteri DSM 17938 (very low QoE, weak recommendation) and heat-inactivated Lactobacillus acidophilus LB (very low QoE, weak recommendation) in acute gastroenteritis treatment in addition to rehydration therapy [27].

A 2015 Cochrane review acknowledged to Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG and Saccharomyces boulardii (at 5 to 40 billion colony forming units/day) a preventive role in diarrhea associated with antibiotic therapy [28].

The WG on Probiotics of the ESPGHAN in 2016, for the use of probiotics for the prevention of antibiotic-associated diarrhea in children, recommends using Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG (moderate QoE, strong recommendation) or Saccharomyces boulardii (moderate QoE, strong recommendation). If the use of probiotics for preventing Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhea is considered, the WG suggests using Saccharomyces boulardii (low QoE, conditional recommendation) [29].

A Cochrane review of 2013 recognized the ability of probiotics, given with antibiotic, to prevent diarrhea caused by Clostridium difficile but not in reducing its incidence [30, 31].

Probiotics and pediatric functional gastrointestinal disorders

Alteration of the gut microbiota has been considered as a possible mechanism for the development of functional gastro-intestinal disorders (FGID). Dysbiosis might alter visceral perception, intestinal motility and fermentation and gut permeability leading to FGID-specific symptoms [32]. The Child/Adolescent Committee for Rome IV quoted two papers supporting the utility of probiotics in the treatment of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) [33, 34]. However, they recommended pathophysiology studies of microbiome-brain-gut axis for the future research [35].

Infant colic has been described as a behavioral syndrome in 1- to 4-month-old infants involving long periods of crying and, although self-limiting and benign, it is stressful for the family and difficult to treat. The pathogenesis is still unclear. Probiotics have been used in different clinical trials for treatment and prevention of infant colic in breastfed or formula-fed infants. Systematic reviews and meta-analysis concluded that Lactobacillus reuteri DSM 17938 might have a role in treating but not in prevention of infant colic in breastfed infants (low QoE) [32] and other studies have confirmed that Lactobacillus reuteri DSM 17938 can reduce infant crying relative to controls [36]. However, the absence of clear data and regional differences in gut microbiota in the different studies might explain why there is no clear position of Societies and Institutions for the use of probiotics and prebiotics in infant colic [36, 37].

IBS is a FGID characterized by the association of abdominal pain with a change in stool pattern in which the symptoms cannot be fully explained by another medical condition.

The etiology of IBS is still debated but recent research suggests a complex interaction between the microbiome, the gut and the brain. The enteric bacteria may modulate visceral pain responses via neurologic, endocrine or immunologic activities [35-38]. A meta-analysis concluded that the use of Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG moderately increases treatment success in children with FGID, particularly with IBS. A recent systematic review on non-pharmacologic treatment of FGIS concluded that although high quality studies are lacking, some evidence shows efficacy of probiotics (Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG and VSL#3®) in reducing the frequency and severity of abdominal pain in children with IBS [33, 37-40].

Functional constipation is a common problem in childhood. Constipation is associated with symptoms such as painful defecation, abdominal pain and fecal incontinence. In 2014, the ESPGHAN and the North American Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition (NASPGHAN) developed an evidence-based management of children with constipation and evaluated different treatment options and probiotics. The analysis of the literature showed no effect of probiotics in improving constipation in children [32, 41].
Probiotics and inflammatory bowel disease

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a chronic relapsing inflammatory disorder of the gastrointestinal tract, comprising ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD).

A recent systematic review in 2014 showed inconclusive evidence of a beneficial role of probiotics in the induction or maintenance of remission in CD. Well-designed randomized controlled trials are needed to determine if there is any benefit with the use of probiotics in the treatment of CD [42].

There is some evidence to support the use of probiotics for induction and maintenance of remission in UC [43]. For pouchitis, the evidence appears to support a role for VSL#3® as a maintenance therapeutic option when pouchitis is in remission. However, the limited data available do not support the use of probiotics as primary therapy for pouchitis [42].

In UC, *Escherichia Coli* Nissle 1917 (200 mg daily) is equivalent to standard doses of mesalazine in maintaining remission and therefore may be an option for patients who are unable to take mesalazine [43].

Future studies are needed to confirm whether probiotics, have a definite role in induction or maintenance of remission in CD, UC, and pouchitis [42].

Probiotics and allergy

There is currently no positive recommendation from international scientific medical Societies to use prebiotics or probiotics for treatment of food allergy or other allergic manifestations and for prevention of food allergy, allergic rhinitis, and asthma [44]. Discrepant recommendations exist for probiotics for prevention of eczema in high-risk infants [44].

According to the 2015 World Allergy Organization guidelines, made with Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation methodology, probiotics are effective in the prevention of atopic dermatitis in pregnant women at high risk for allergy in their children, in woman who breastfeed infants at high risk of developing allergy and in infants at risk of developing allergies (very low QoE) [45].

Conclusion

The effectiveness of a probiotic treatment is affected by many factors including: bacterial strain, duration of administration, disease and age. Not all products, marketed as probiotics provide the same safety and efficacy.

In conclusion, since there is insufficient data regarding the benefits and potential adverse effects of probiotics, comparative studies are mandatory to assess the most effective formulations, timing and the optimal length of therapy.
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